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About Kartesia:
Kartesia is an independent and privately-owned
specialist provider of financing solutions focused
on small and middle market companies across
industries. Over the past ten years, the team has
invested over €1.5bn in over 100 companies across
Europe. Kartesia has offices in Brussels, Frankfurt,
London, Luxembourg, Madrid and Paris.
About Sustainalytics:
Sustainalytics is a global provider of ESG and
corporate governance research and ratings. It
supports investors globally to incorporate ESG
and corporate governance insights into their
investment processes.

INTRODUCTION
Climate change is one of the highest priority ESG issues facing investors globally. As reported by the PRI in its recent
Investor action on climate change report, in 2017 nearly 400 investors – representing US$22 trillion in AUM – stood by the
Paris Agreement. The group urged governments to drive investments in the low-carbon transition and support climate
reporting frameworks such as the recommendations of the Financial Stability Board Task Force on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures. As an investment fund working with those investors, we believe that it is our fiduciary duty to incorporate
climate change concerns into our investment process. The challenge is to continue to engage on climate issues and
subsequently maintain our position as a private debt specialist, in a sector where access to management and influence on
companies might be more restricted than for private equity sponsors.
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KARTESIA’S PERSPECTIVE ON ESG
We are confident that companies with high ESG standards
are typically managed better, have fewer business risks
and ultimately deliver better value. Responsible investment
is therefore a vital part of our investment philosophy
and process. We launched in 2013 and when starting to
fundraise for our first Credit Opportunities Fund, our
Limited Partners requested that we engage on responsible
investing and become a signatory of the PRI.
With regards to climate change, we decided to assess the
climate change footprint of our portfolio, the reason for
which is two-fold: a) as a basis for informational exchange
with our portfolio companies; and b) to report on this
pressing topic to our LPs.

TACKLING CLIMATE CHANGE USING
MODELS
Our mission is to provide liquidity and credit solutions
to European small/mid-market companies. We currently
observe a relatively low level of ESG reporting by those
companies. Additionally, our position as a lender may not
always lead to discussions with management or increased
ESG reporting, as it is, unfortunately, not often front-ofmind for target companies, particularly in secondary deals.
We decided to compensate for the lack of ESG data from
our portfolio companies by using statistical models.
Since 2015, we have teamed up with the service provider
Sustainalytics to annually assess the carbon footprint of
our portfolio companies. As our portfolio comprises private
companies that seldomly report on carbon emissions,
Sustainalytics uses statistical models to estimate the
carbon footprint of the total portfolio and compare it with
an appropriate benchmark. This model considers several
criteria for each portfolio company, including size, industry
and FTE, and estimates the overall weighted carbon
intensity of each fund. The resulting report allows us to drill
down to the sector and peer level.

METHODOLOGY
To address the reporting gap and help mitigate uncertainty
around carbon performance at the portfolio level,
Sustainalytics has developed a model to estimate Scope 1
(direct) and Scope 2 (indirect, associated with purchased
energy) greenhouse gas emissions for companies.
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MODELLED GROUPS
A modelled group refers to either a sub-industry or peer
group for which the estimation model is developed for
Scope 1 and Scope 2 respectively. A specific scenario for
each modelled group in the coverage universe is applied,
ensuring that relationships between input factors and
greenhouse gas emissions are effectively captured. As the
global population of reporting companies has increased,
Sustainalytics is able to validate more models at a more
comparable sub-industry level.

ESTIMATION MODEL
The estimation model incorporates three different factors
per modelled group, using three input variables: total
revenue, gross property and plant & equipment (PP&E),
and employee count. Input factors are average emissions
per million USD total revenue, average emissions per million
USD PP&E and average emissions per employee. These
factors are then multiplied by respective total revenue,
gross PP&E value and employee count of the estimated
company. A last step comprises Sustainalytics’ final
estimate based on the average of the three different factor
outcomes. While the service provider performed extensive
correlation analysis to determine specific weights for these
factors, the results were inconclusive. Hence the three
factors are equally weighted and averaged to determine
a final emissions estimate. The emissions estimates per
company can also be weighted based on the total portfolio
contribution of the carbon footprint (see Table 1). Important
insights are gained from comparing footprint contribution
associated with the loan amount of a portfolio company.
This helps us prioritize our dialogue with polluters on a
relative basis.
When determining a benchmark to compare the results,
Sustainalytics offered several in-house indexes with carbon
metrics. However, our portfolio did not show sufficient
overlap with any of these indexes. Further investigation
regarding the geographical zone of our investments led
to the decision that MSCI Europe would be the most
appropriate benchmark.

OUTCOME AND ACTIONS TAKEN
Sustainalytics assesses the carbon footprint of our portfolio
annually. The report is first shared and discussed internally.
High-emitting borrowers are discussed in more detail and
contacted by Kartesia’s responsible investment manager to
conduct additional assessment and interpret the results.
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We also discuss the results with Sustainalytics by comparing
them to market, peer and previous years’ reporting. Based
on that, we issue a final version of the carbon assessment
report. An example of adjustment that we made this
year is adjusting down the carbon footprint of one of our
high-emitting portfolio companies as it decided to offset
emissions by purchasing green certificates. The final version
of the report is then shared internally and made available to
our LPs.

We monitor the yearly results of our carbon assessment
report. For the years 2015-2018, we observed a slight
improvement in the weighted carbon intensity of our
portfolio compared to the benchmark. However, we do
not market any improvement in our carbon emissions as
the estimation model used is quite dynamic and is not an
exact science. This report is a good starting point to get a
sense of our carbon intensity, but it is too early to claim an
improvement against a virtual benchmark.

Table 1: Top contributors to portfolio carbon footprint – KCO III Portfolio at 31.12.2017
Below are the top 10 contributors of carbon intensity to your portfolio
Rank

Company
name

Sector

Intensity
ranking
in peer
group

Reported vs
estimated
Data

Peer group

Carbon intensity
tCO2e/mil USD

Portfolio
weighting

% Porfolio
footprint

6,317

E

Estimated

3.25%

53.1%

1

Company A

Materials

Construction
material

2

Company B

Consumer
discrectionary

Consumer
service

397

E

Estimated

8.36%

8.60%

3

Company C

Materials

Chemicals

1,037

E

Estimated

3.16%

8.49%

4

Company D

Industrials

Commercial
service

479

E

Estimated

5.59%

6.92%

5

Company E

Consumer
discrectionary

Consumer
service

335

E

Estimated

5.54%

4.80%

6

Company F

Industrials

Traders &
distributors

157

E

Estimated

7.47%

3.04%

7

Company G

Consumer
discrectionary

Consumer
service

201

D

Estimated

5.12%

2.66%

8

Company H

Industrials

Commercial
service

157

C

Estimated

5.67%

2.31%

9

Company I

Industrials

Commercial
service

212

D

Estimated

2.38%

1.30%

10

Company J

Industrials

Commercial
service

377

D

Estimated

1.32%

1.29%

LOOKING AHEAD
Our partnership with Sustainalytics is still in its early working
stages and we are continuously learning about the process
of analysing and processing our portfolio. The estimation
model used is evolving substantially and we believe it is
an excellent starting point to get a clearer sense of our
carbon footprint and to make progress in discussions with
companies currently having the most negative impact on

emissions in the portfolio. Today, it is vital that our investors
have the relevant information required to monitor their
footprint or to reach carbon neutrality by balancing their
investments via carbon credits. The next logical steps are
to have the carbon footprint factored into our investment
decisions – in the pre-investment and monitoring phase.

The information contained in this case study is provided for information purposes only and is therefore not binding for its author, the Kartesia company or any
Kartesia employees.
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